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Collection

The motivation behind collecting is varied; some see it as a financial investment; for others it’s a passion, 

even an obsession. In an apartment located inside a beautiful old building in the heart of Sydney I met 

a collector who said it was genetics coupled with an early passion that started her on a journey of 

collecting Australian ceramics.

To enter the home of Val and Michael Gregg is a privilege and it took all my professionalism not to 

clap my hands in glee as I slowly took in my surrounds. Every surface in their elegantly dishevelled home 

is covered in Australian and English ceramics, some dating back to the 1700s.

Val will proudly tell you that she comes from convict stock. Her ancestor, a potter from Bristol, married 

another potter from Derby. A poor decision to steal a bolt of flannel cloth earned him a life-long 

holiday courtesy of her Majesty. A few years later, his wife joined him and they set up shop in Forbes, 

NSW making and selling pots in the 19th century. Maybe it was an ancestral tug that made Val, who 

was nursing at Wagga Wagga Base Hospital, notice a pale pink and black Martin Boyd coffee pot in 

the window of a local gallery and subsequently part with a fortnight’s pay. That was the start of her 

collection and her passion has never dimmed.
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She met Michael when she was nursing in Brewarrina and together they continued collecting (mainly 

English) ceramics until Val declared, “I’m Australian, so why am I collecting English ceramics?” At 

that moment she passed the responsibility of the English ware to Michael and dedicated herself to 

acquiring Australian studio pottery. Most collectors impose rules on their acquisitive pursuits. This helps 

in making the collection coherent, similar to a story which can be read visually. For Val, each piece must 

be representative of a period in our ceramic history. The pieces must speak to her, but she was quick to 

point out that she doesn’t necessarily like every piece. What is more important is that there must be a 

culturally defining quality present.

To this end, the shelves are loaded with works from all eras, all jostling for attention. Kirsten Coelho, 

Jeff Mincham and Mel Robson sit easily beside Grace Seccombe and Marguerite Mahood and the 

early convict ginger beer bottle glances across from its shelf and feels very much at home. There is no 

snobbery involving pieces having to be 100% handmade; some are purely decorative, such as the 1950s 

Taronga Park souvenirs of hand painted koalas and kangaroos by Grace Seccombe. Kitsch meets modern 

whilst saluting classical and it all works because it sings the story of Australian pottery.

The cohesion of Val’s collection is arrived at by having a few rules. As well as each piece being 

indicative of an era, they must also illustrate Val’s other loves: nature and people. Growing up in Wagga 

Wagga and years spent nursing in rural Australia has nurtured in Val a love of nature. She waxes lyrical 

about flannel flowers and they can be seen on numerous pieces. Others featuring kangaroos remind her 

of all the joeys she saved from their dead mothers when stationed in Brewarrina. In fact her favourite 

piece is one by Lynda Draper which is a kangaroo surrounded by flannel flowers.

Val and Michael’s collection includes many Aboriginal pieces. (She met Thancoupie in 1975 at a 

Val Gregg in her kitchen
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celebration for International Women’s Year and acquired some of her ceramic eggs.) It is their affinity 

with nature, their sense of belonging to the natural world, exemplified in their work that draws her. 

Collecting for over 50 years makes Val and Michael uniquely qualified to comment on the evolution 

of Australian ceramics. They have seen ceramics evolve from the functional to merely decorative and 

back to the functional. Their shelves are brimming with works from a time when we looked abroad for 

guidance through to pieces which demonstrate a growing confidence in our culture and landscape.

 

A collection can be the eyes into the soul of the collector. Val radiates an exuberance for life and clay 

which is reflected in the work amassed around her walls. She is just as comfortable fossicking in second 

hand shops as she is at gallery openings. Her aim is to leave a proud legacy for future generations. What 

to do with that legacy? It was when I asked this question that the smiles momentarily dimmed on their 

faces. Val and Michael are uncertain on how to proceed because they have seen other bequeathed 

collections broken up and sold off to acquire pieces that are of interest to the current administration. 

However, for the time being they show no signs of slowing down in their hunt for the next piece that 

continues to tell our ceramic story.

Elisa Bartels is a ceramicist, writer and dreamer.
http://elisabartels.wordpress.com

1 Potter’s mark on a Lucie Rie pourer  2 Incised triangle on a Chelsea Porcelain Factory jug, soft paste porcelain, 1745-49   
3 Display including work by Patsy Hely, Gail Nichols, Thancoupie and Carol Williams; photos: Vicki Grima
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